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Abstract  
    In this study, the concept of fuzzy α-topological vector space is introduced by 

using the concept  fuzzy α-open set , some properties of fuzzy α-topological vector 

spaces are proved .We also show that the space is   -space iff every singleton set is 

fuzzy α- closed .Finally, the convex property and its relation with the interior points 

are discussed. 
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   الفضائات التبولوجية المتجهة الضبابية نوع الفا

 سهاد كريم حميد
الرياضيات، كمية العموم، جامعة ديالى، ديالى، العراققدم   

 
 الخلاصه
 و دراسة خرائريا , الزبابية نوع الفا تعريف  الفزاءات التبولوجيو الستجيو تشاولت ىذه الدراسة        

وتم مشاقذة  ردة مغمقة ضبابيا ,مشفرلا ضبابيا اذا كانت كل مجسوعة مشفكسا تم اثبات ان الفزاء يكون 
 . السدروس في الفزاء لمسجسوعات السوجودة وعلاقتيا بالشقاط الداخمية الخاصية الجبرية )التحدب ( 

 

Introduction and Preliminaries: 

      The aim of the study is to define the notation of fuzzy α- topological vector space in the 

term of fuzzy set. The fuzzy concept has used in many branches of mathematics since 

1965.The introduction of fuzzy sets is done by Zadeh [1]. The theories of fuzzy topological 

vector spaces are introduced and developed by A.K.Katsaras [2],[3], and are generalized by 

many authors as in [4],[5]. We consider it in terms of fuzzy α-open set by the sense of Bin 

Shahna, [6]. A subset A of a topological space  X is called  fuzzy α-open(fα-open) if  A ⊂(Int 

(Cl(Int ( A))) [7] , while a complement for fα-open set is called fuzzy α-closed(fα-closed). The 

fuzzy α-closure of A that subset of X  is represented by Clα(A)  which  is intersection for all 

fα-closed subsets on X containing  A. Recall that the subset U⊂ X  is called fα-open  

neighborhood for  x  if there is a fα-open set A with  x A⊂U. The point x for a subset A is 

said to be  fα-interior point on A which is denoted by Intα(A) ,if there is fα-open subset U  , 

xU, and U⊆A, . A function   : XY is called fα- irresolute continuous if an inverse image 

for each fα-open subset in Y is fα-open on X where X and Y is a fuzzy topological spaces[8]. 

Also, a mapping :XY is called fα-irresolute continuous at  point x on X if for all fα-open 
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subset V on Y contained  f(x),there is a fα-open subset U with xU satisfy f(U) is subset of V 

[8]. A function f from a fuzzy topological space X to Y is  called fα-open function if the 

image for each fα-open subset of X  is fα-open set in Y. Moreover, the notion of fα-

homeomorphism[8] that defines  a mapping  from X to Y is called  fα-homeomorphism if it's 

bijective ,  both  and 
-1

 are fα-irresolute. The separation axiom and the compactness 

property are discussed.  

suhadkareem@uodiyala.edu.iq  

1. Fuzzy α- Topological Vector Space (FαTVS). 

Definition 1.1:  A fuzzy α- topological vector space is a vector space V over a field F with a 

fuzzy topology   such that the two functions :   

(a) The vector addition map S:X×XX 

(b) The multiplication by scalar  map M:F×XX 

Are fuzzy α- irresolute continuous . For each x   X  the mapping   Tx :XX  which is defined 

by  Tx(y) = y+ x , and the mapping  Mλ : XX  that is defined by Mλ(x) = λ.x  are called the 

translation, and multiplication, respectively . 

 We refer to the collection of fα -neighborhoods for xX , by Nx , and we denotes the set of   

fα -neighborhoods of zero vector space 0 of X  by N0  . A subset A of a topological spaces 

(X,τ) is called sp-open if A  cl (int (cl(A)))[8]. 

Lemma 1.2[9]: Let. A be a sp-open(α-open, fα-open)  subset of a topological space X , and  B 

be any open subset  of X , then the set   A∩B is sp-open (α-open, fα-open, respectively)set . 

Lemma 1.3[9]: Let .ƒ:XY   be sp-irresolute mapping  where X and Y are topological spaces, 

so that for  sp-neighborhood V for ƒ(x), there   sp-neighborhood U  of x satisfies   ƒ(U)V. 

Theorem 1.4 : Let. X be FαTVS , the following statements hold. 

a. If   U  Nx , and V is a neighborhood for  x in X , then U ∩ V Nx . 

b. If   U  N0 , then λU N0 for a non-zero element λR . 

c. If   UN0  , then x+ U  Nx  

Proof: a)  Suppose that U is fα-neighborhood of x  ,and V is a neighborhood for x, then there 

exists a fα-open subset A and an open set B  s.t  x  A⊂U and x B⊂V .  

Then x   A∩BU∩V  and by Lemma 1.2, A∩B is fα-open. So that  A∩B  is a fα-

neighborhood for x. To prove (b) and(c),  let U is fα- neighborhood for zero since    S:(x, y) is 

fα -irresolute , we define the function Tx: XX by Tx(y)= y+ x . Therefore  Tx(y)=Sx(x, y)  ,  

Tx(y) is fα -irresolute also T
-1

x (y)= Sx(x, -y) is also  fα -irresolute(from  the definition of 

addition ) ,thus Tx is fα-homeomorphism ,by lemma 1.3 for a fα -neighborhood U for zero, 

there  fα -neighborhood U+  x  for  a point x. 

Definition 1.5[10]:The subset A on the vector spaces X  is called balanced if  λA A for     

|λ|  1and absorbing if  every x belongs to  X , there is 0 such that  λx A for  |λ|   . It is 

called absolutely convex if the subset both balanced and convex. 

Theorem 1.6 : Let.  X  be an  FαTVS  ,then   

(a) Every  fα -neighborhood U of  0  is absorbing. 

(b) For a fα -neighborhood U of  0    there exists a balanced 0NV   satisfy that UV  . 

Proof:  (a) Suppose U   be a fα-neighborhood for 0 , then               afα-open subset 

U1N0(X) such that  U1 U , since the scalar multiplication map  Mλ is fα-irresolute , so that 

there exists   -neighborhood of 0 ( V1 , V2 ) satisfies  that  Mλ (V1V2)  U1 .Let a set V1 

contains an open interval (-, ) , therefore tx  U1   t(-, ) and for all  x  V2. This leads 

to  U1  which is absorbing. 

(b). The map of multiplication   Mλ :RXX is fα-irresolute then for  every  

fα -neighborhood U of 0 in X  there exists  fα-neighborhood of   0 , Mλ (V)  U , then there 

exists  > 0 ,  V= V1V2 , (-,)  V1  ,  V1 is a fα-neighborhood for 0 on R ,  
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V2 is fα-neighborhood of 0 in X. Let  W=⋃  t <t V2 , tV2  be  fα-neighborhood of 0 from 

theorem 1.4 , for  t0  and tV2 U for   t  <. Now we need to prove that W is balanced. If  r   

< 1 , so rW= ⋃  t <(rt) V2 and  | r t|  <  | r| < , it implies that    rW =⋃|s|< sV2 W , where 

s= r t , thus W is balanced.  

 

Theorem 1.7 : Let.   X be a FαTVS. If XA , so Clfα(A)= ∩(A+U). In particular Clfα(A)  

A+U ,  U         to N0. 

Proof: Let.  x Clfα(A) , U be a fα-neighborhood of 0 then by theorem 1.6(b) V is the 

balanced neighborhood for zero s.t (VU) , so  x+ V  fα-neighborhood for x and x Clfα(A), 

then (x+ V)∩A 0 , that implies x A-V. Since V is balanced, A-V   equal to A+V , then  xA+ 

V subset of  A+ U , hence Clfα(A)∩(A+U). Conversely if xClfα(A) ,so that there   balanced 

neighborhood U for zero satisfy that  (x+U)∩A=0 , so that xA-U = A+ U.  

Theorem1.8: Let. X be a FαTVS. Then , 

(a) Every U N0 ,   V  N0  satisfy UVV  . 

(b) For every 0NU  , there is  a fα-closed balanced 0NV   satisfy that UV  . 

Proof:  (a) Assume that U  N0(X) , since the map S:XXX is fα-irresolute , then there  are 

fα-neighborhoods for 0 say V1 and V2 satisfy  S (V1,V2) U , that means V1+V2 U, set V= 

V1∩V2  which implies  V+V V1+V2U.                  

  (b) Assume  that U  is fα-neighborhood of 0 on X ,  by part (a) there is fα-neighborhood V 

for zero  with  V+V U . Now from Part (b) of Theorem 1.6, there exists a  neighborhood W 

for 0 which is balanced s.t  WV  .Now from  theorem 1.7 the Clfα(W)W+V and   

Clfα(W)W+V  V+V U . This shows that U contains the fα-closed neighborhood.  

Definition 1.9: A topological  space (X ,  ) is called fα- Hausdorff , if  for each two distinct 

points x and y  in X  , there exist disjoint fα-open sets U,V such that xU, and  yV . 

In the following  theorem we give some properties of fα-Hausdorff space. 

Theorem 1.10 :Let . X  be a  FαTVS, then  X  is fα- Hausdorff if and only if for each       

there exists    satisfies      . 

Proof: (a)      (b)  Let       be a non-zero vector . Then , there are  disjoint   

fα-neighborhoods    U  of 0, and V   of  x  , where  U belong to the collection of 

neighborhoods of 0 , V belong to the collection of neighborhoods of x  and   Ux .  

(b)      (a)  let x, y  X  such that  x ≠ y ,     is a fα-neighborhood  for  0  with x-y     . By 

part (a) of Theorem 1.8, there exists fα-neighborhood W  of  0 such that  W+W.   W is 

balanced (from part (b) of Theorem 1.6  ) .Now suppose that the sets  V1= x+ W  and the set 

V2= y +W .   Therefore,  V1 ,  V2
 
  is  a fα-neighborhood of x, y, respectively . We need to show  

that  V1  ∩ V2   =Ø  , assume the point     V1  ∩ V2   then  

-(   -x) W,   note that  W is balanced and   - y W ,and  this  leads to  

x- y  = (  - y)+(-(   - x)) W+W     which is a contradiction. So that we have  21 VV . 

Thus,  the space  X is fα- Hausdorff. 

Corollary 1.11: Let X  be  a  FαTVS, then the following statements are equivalent  

(a) Let. X be a fα- Hausdorff. 

(b) The intersection of all neighborhoods of 0 is {0} . 

(c) The intersection of all neighborhoods of x  is { x }. 

Theorem 1.12:Let  X  be FαTVS, then X is fα-Hausdorff  iff  one-point subset of X  be fα- 

closed in X . 

Proof:  Let Xx , y   X/{x} , and x y   that  means x-y 0 ,therefore there exists a fα-

neighborhood U for  zero satisfies   .Uxy   Then                fα-closed  balanced 

neighborhood W of 0 with  WU (by theorem 1.8,b) . Which implies that    W   then 
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       . Therefore     (   )  * +, also,  (X-W)+{x} is fα-open ,   W  is fα-

closed,  (   )  * + contained on (  * +).  Which shows   X/{x} is fα-open, thus {x} is 

fα-closed. Conversely , let Xx  ,and assume the singleton  {x} is fα-closed. From  Theorem 

1.7 the set {x}=Clfα{x}=∩{U+{x}: U is  fα-neighborhood for zero}= {W: W is fα-

neighborhood of x} where W = U+{x}  . Thus  by Corollary 1.11, X is fα- Hausdorff.  

Definition 1.13:A topological space (X ,  ) is called fα-compact if for any cover for X by fα-

open subsets have a finites subcover. 

Theorem 1.14 :Let C, K be subsets in a FαTVS X  , and C∩K=Ø  such that  C is a fα-closed, 

and  K fα-compact. Then there exists  a fα-neighborhood U for 0 such that 

 )()( UCUK . 

Proof:  If K , then the proof is trivial . Otherwise, let Kx  , and  0x . Then, CX  is 

an fα-open set of 0 . Since the addition mapping  is fα-irresolute and fα-continuous. Therefore 

, fα- neighborhood U for zero satisfies  CXUUUU 3 . Define    Ũ= U∩(-U)  

which is fα-open , symmetric and   3Ũ= Ũ+ Ũ+ Ũ ⊂X-C. That leads to  Ø={x +x+x ,x Ũ 

}∩C ={x+x ,x  Ũ} intersected{y- x , x Ũ, y C } and Ũ∩{C+ Ũ } ⊂ {2x ,x  Ũ}∩{y- x , 

x Ũ, yC }.This is for one point. Now  we have K is fα-compact, then by the above 

argument for every Kx , we have a symmetric fα-neighborhood
 xV s.t. 

 )()2( xx VCVx . The sets }:{ KxVx  are a fα-open  that covers K , and since  K  is 

fα-compact subset therefore  for  finitely  number for  points ,,...,1, niKxi    we have  


n

i

xi i
VxK

1

)(


 . Define the fα-neighborhood V of 0 by V=⋂    
 
    Therefore (K+V) 

intersected (C+V)⊂⋃      (xi+ V  +V)∩ (C+V) ⊂⋃      (xi+ 2 V   )∩(C+ V  ) = 0 , and 

the proof is finished  

Lemma 1.15: Let U  be fα-open subset of a FαTVS X, and A  be any subset   such that  

 AU , then U∩ Clfα(A) = 0. 

Proof: Let.   x (U∩ Clfα(A)). Thus  x Clfα(A) , U   is fα-neighborhood for x  , since U is fα-

open subset , then  UX    is fα-closed subset contain A ,  so that  Clfα(A)    X-U , and  x 

Clfα(A)  which implies a  contradiction, therefore    U∩ Clfα(A) =Ø. 

Corollary 1.16: Suppose that  C, and  K are disjoint sets in a FαTVS X with C fα-closed, K 

fα-compact. Therefore, there fα-neighborhood U for zero satisfies   Clfα(K+U)∩(C+U)=0. 

Proof: In theorem 1.14 we have for any disjoint fα-closed  C set and fα-compact set K  , so 

that  there is a fα-neighborhood U for 0 such that    (K+ U) ∩(C+ U) =0. The set C+ U = {y+ 

U : yC} is a fα-open set , then by  lemma 1.15  Clfα(K+U) ∩(C+ U) =0 . 

Definition 1.17: Let   X  be a vector space with  field K, an algebra dual  for X is the 

collection of linear functional  which is defined in X  and  represented by *X  .   

Theorem 1.18: Let X be  a FαTVS and 
*0 Xf  , then f(F) is fα-open in K whenever F is 

fα-open in X . 

Proof: Let. F be a non-empty subset of X , and  Xx  00  with 1)( 0 xf .  Then, for any 

point     , we have to  prove that ƒ(a) Intfα(ƒ( )).     is  fα-open neighborhood for a   

then, by Theorem 1.4 we have    - a  is fα-neighborhood of 0  . By Theorem 1.6     - a  is 

absorbing , then there  exists   > 0   such that  λx0    -a for λR with  . Thus, for any 

  R with  )(af  we have  the    ( -ƒ(a))x0 F-a, thus ƒ(( - ƒ(a)x0) ƒ(F-a) , (  - 

ƒ(a)) ƒ(x0)  ƒ(F-a)  (  - ƒ(a)) (1) ƒ(F-a)= ƒ(F)-ƒ(a) which lead to   ƒ(F) , 

],[)(  af , ƒ(a) is interior point so that  ƒ(a) Int(ƒ(F)) Intfα(ƒ(F)), which shows 

that ƒ(F)= Intfα(ƒ(F)). 
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Note that an extremely point of a convex set in a vector space X is a point which is not an interior 

point of a segment. 

Lemma 1.19: [10] Let X be a vector space ,and    AX. For xA the following statements 

are equivalents. 

1)  x  is  extremely  point on A 

2) if a ,bA   such that, x = 
 

 
 (a+b)  , then, x equal to  a  equal to b. 

3) let. a,b  A,  with a b, let )1,0( ,  x =λa+(1-λ)b . Then we have either 

1or,0    
Theorem 1.20: Let X be FαTVS,  and F⊂X be convex . Therefore, [fα-interior (F]∩( F)=0 

Proof:  If Intfα(F)=Ø, the proof  is trivial. Suppose that the  Intfα(F)Ø  and let x Intfα(F). 

Therefore, there is a fα-neighborhood U for 0 s.t, x+U⊂F. Define the mapping X:  

where x )(   continuous at 1 , for this the fα-neighborhood  x+U, there is an s>0 s.t,  

 x x+U  whenever | -1|  s . In particular, we have (1+s)x x+U⊂F and(1-s)x x+U⊂F . Now 

consider x=λ(1+s)x+(1-λ)(1-s)x  and take 
2
1 . So that x= 

 

 
 (1+s ) x+(1 - 

 

 
 )(1- s ) x  , which  

leads to  the point    x   which is not  extremely   on F. 

Conclusion: Throughout this research we have been proved  some results, namely   the fuzzy-

α topological  vector spaces satisfies ,the property of any neighbourhood for 0 containing a 

neighborhood for 0 which is balanced ,FαTVS satisfies the separation axiom (fuzzy-α 

hausdorff) and in a fuzzy-α topological vector space the fuzyy-α-interior of a convex set didn't 

intersect with the boundary of the set .    
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